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The Problem

G-eneral Statement

The purpose of this study is to show -whether the foremost influences

exerted by a planned program are those relating to the fundamental needs

of the pupils.

Specific Problems

1 - To determine iwhether or not the program for the exceptional child

can be profitably utilized to enrich the regular school curriculum.

2 - To ascertain the best methods and techniques for incorporating

the program into the regular school curriculum.

Definitions of Terms

(These terms are here defined so that their usage in this study will

be definite and clearly understood.)

Community : The community is a population aggregate, inhabiting a contiguous

territory, integrated through common experiences, possessing a number of

basic institutions (as the school) and sharing many common ideals.

Exceptional Child ; The word exceptional means something taken out or left

out. The exceptional child is one who is taken out of his group by adult

intervention or left out of it by his compeers. The child's exceptionality

may be on the minus side as well as the plus side. In this discussion the

writer is concerned about the child whose exceptionality is on the minus

side.

Survey: The collection of usable social and physical data through organized

study is the use of this word in this study.
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C-urricul-um; The cuiTiculum of this study means the sum total of all ex-

periences iriiich contribute to the development of the child and which are

in any way affected by the school,

lo Henry J. Otto, ELanentary School, Organization ajid Administration

P. 75.

2, Mary Sue White, National Elementary Principal P. 35 as quoted by

National Department of Education,

3, Henry J. Otto, Elementary School Organization and Administration

P. 171.

k* J, Murray Lee and Doris May Lee, The Child and His Curriculum

P. 166.

Delimitations

This study is to deal only with children Trith near normal learning

ability.

This study -was also limited by the following physical conditions:

1, Lack of adequate number of rooms available,

2, Lack of funds on the part of the School Board to alter the rooms

to conform to the specifications of a sight-saving room and to

supply necessary equipment and materials,

3, Limitation of publicly provided medical service, as there is no

Health Unit in the county,

U. General limitation of funds to money donated to the Society for

Crippled Children, which sponsors the classes.





Basic Assunptions

It is assumed that the curriculum is universally recognized as the

"core" or substance of our education system and that its improvement will

resiilt in improving and preparing the exceptional child to meet the challenge

of adult life. It is further assumed that the ideal of fitting the child

for life in a democratic surrounding can best be realized by constant

association with and by an understanding of the child's environment,

Basic hypothesis

The exceptional child in Lee County presents a health problem, where

many difficulties are augmented by:

1, A transient population in the community, consisting of seasonal

laborers and trailer park tourists of low income,

2, A general lack of understanding of the cause and nature of the

handicap on the part of the parents,

3, Many mothers are anxious to get their child in school so they will

be free to work,

k» The families served by the school system are often unstable,

5» Many of the children are under constant emotional strain, due to

broken homes,

6. The writer believes that the exceptional child's program is the k^

to the solution of the problem of education in a democracy.

Need for the Study

The need for such a study was shown, when a survey of the total school

population of 3,^00 was made. The results of the examination show the number

of speech defectives requiring speech correction as follows:
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Serious defects 7%
Medium serious 10^
Minor defects l6^

Serious cases were entered in the class for the exceptional child. Speech

rehabilitation for the less serious cases was handled in the schools by-

classroom teachers and the visiting speech clinician.

Incidence of the Problem

The first felt need and the desire for this project yfas conceived in

the spring of I9I4.6 -when the writer became president of the Lee County

Chapter of the Florida Society for Crippled Children,

The project was brought to fruition in 19U7-19U8 vhile the writer was

a student in the Graduate School of Florida Southern College, In taking

courses in Supervision and Administration at Florida Southern College in

I9U6 and 19l;7j the writer decided that the speech program already in effect

in the county could be extended. Thus the project is an outgrowth and

extension of the past interests and efforts of our County Superintendent,

County Supervisors, and principals and teachers in the state.

Related Literature

The writer was aided by such current publications as Educational Re-

search, The Exceptional Child, School Life , Parents Magazine, The Elementary

Principal's Journal , The Child and His Curriculum and books on child study

ai d educational sociology .

Procedure in Collecting Data

The collection of datahas been largely a matter of research, tests,

voice recordings, keeping a file of notes and charts, and conferences with

parents and teachers, examination, diagnosis of defects, visits to exceptional

classes in other counties, and evaluating results and procedure,
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THE ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to determine the most important factors

that constitute the exceptional child's program in Lee County, Florida,

The factors will be discussed and evaluated in regard to their effective-

ness as related to child growth and development.

The exceptional child's program in Lee County deals with the handi-

capped child, or exceptional on the minus side. No child is enrolled in

a special \mit for handicapped children until the physician who examined

him, or her, has stated that it would be detrimental to the child's health

for the child to be educated in a regular class of the public schools, or

that the child is physically unable to obtain an education without special

instruction. The report of the examining physician must show the reasons

why a child should be given special services.

Grade levels are eliminated. The child is recognized for his own in-

dividual ability and is allowed to progress at his own speed. The child

is never confronted with the idea of failure in connection with his progress.

For evaluation three steps were taken by the writer;

1, Specific criticisms upon the project were written
by the teachers,

2, A questionnaire was answered ty the parents as to

their opinion of this method of educating the ex-
ceptional child,

3, Conferences by the director were held with each ex-
ceptional child to ascertain by observation and study
the effect of the program upon him.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Philosophy of Teaching the Exceptional Child

As principal of an elanentary school the Trriter has felt the great

responsibility and the power of influence one in such a position has over

those under her charge. She has accepted the challenge that a better and

broader curriculum can be built through educating the exceptional child.

It is her greatest desire to make life happier and fuller for the handi-

capped boys and girls by helping them make the necessary adjustments and

fitting them for social life. The aim was to provide each child with work

adapted to his needs. The writer puts much en^jhasis upon habit formation

and upon industrial or manual vrork. This project report gives the account

of an earnest endeavor to promote a worthwhile educational program for the

exceptional child of Lee County, Florida.

It is the wish of the writer that those vho are entrusted with the

responsibility and training of children may come to the realization that an

opportunity is an obligation; that they, too, may accept the challenge to

help the underprivileged child make the readjustments necessary for a good

wholesome life.

May those Tiio are in charge of molding and fashioning the life of the

exceptional child become conscious of the fact that the program for a retard-

ed child must fit in with the ideals of democratic society. The exceptional

child, if he is to be a part of that society, must all his life live and





work with people of all learning levels. But, it is the opinion of the

writer, that special classes for these children diiring the elementary school

support a program of prevention, in that they provide aid in solving prob-

lems while the child is young and before abnormalities in attitudes and

behavior have gained such footholds that permanent injuries are caused*

The writer entertains a sincere desire that this plan of special group-

ing will help prepare these children to take their places in society with an

adequate philosophy based on freedom and self-confidence gained from real ex-

perience.

To many people, the term "exceptional" or "handicapped" calls to mind a

child who is crippled, blind, deaf, dumb, or feeble-minded. The word "ex-

ceptional" means something taken out or left out. The exceptional child is

one who is taken out of his group by adult intervention or left out of it by

his compeers. The writer in her discussion, is concerned about those whose

exceptionality is on the minus side, •

The promoter of this project wishes to give proper consideration to the

child whose handicap is not so apparent - the slow, backward child, the child

with behavior problems, the child with reading and speech difficulties. The

writer feels that a child who falls into this category has the right to ex-

pect as much as nonnal children. She has tried to give them a program which

will afford them the opportunity for maximum participation and development.

Someone has said, "The exceptional child, more than any other, cannot

be allowed to just grow up, but must be cultivated,"

The writer has a great sympathy for the exceptional child whose learn-

ing is slow. To the exceptional child lost time is serious. Early recog-

nition of the difficulty is inportant for favorable results. She insists

on a school program of prevention whereby problems of retardation will be





corrected or pupils redirected as a result of diagnosis and remedial

practices during elementary education.

The child's emotional characteristics may be understood and developed

by proper guidance. He gains poise and self-control from a feeling of se-

curity, and a feeling of recognition from his classmates.

The inportance of health and health habits cannot be over-estimatedo

Health connected id-th the total growth of the child and his development is

a cooperative undertaking -where all forces which influence the child's

groT/^th and development must work together. Many texts and materials are

written to deal with everyday life. Materials can be used on the exceptional

child's immediacy of need, interest and comprehension.

Children have a natural desire to know, and to seek information from

their environment. The exceptional child has a short interest span. He

needs guidance in helping him solve pa" sonal problems. He enjoys the suc-

cess of his achievements and strives for the approval of his adult world.

The exceptional child is socially individualistic. He tries to secure

his goal through selfish acts. He needs a sense of belonging and a sense of

being wanted and loved. He likes to imitate others and to experiment with

his environment.





CHAPTER II

The Environment of the Handicapped Child

The term environment includes the total number of agencies which in-

fluence the life of a child. The major influencing agencies are the home,

the school, the neighborhood, and the coamninity. The most inportant factor

in achieving the major goals of education is the teacher. To meet the needs

of a class for exceptional children, only teachers who are professionally

trained and whose personalities are well-adjusted to the art of teaching

should be employed.

Teachers who teach lip reading to hard-of-hearing children must have

studied the art of lip reading and of teaching lip reading. They must be

able to hear well enough to determine whether or not a hard-of-hearing child

is making proper use of the organs of speech.

The state has set definite staiidards for certification of teachers of

the physically handicapped.

The exceptioncQ. child's program sets definite standards for the class-

room. Each room shoiild have anple space for the number of children that

occupy it. There should be proper lighting and ventilation. The walls and

ceilings should be painted to give well-diffused light with a minimum of

shadows and glares. The window blinds should be white linen, center hung

that they may be raised or lowered as independent operations. This type is

1. Regulations of State Board of Education Regarding Education of
Physically Handicapped Children Under Provisions of Chapter 21910,
Laws of Florida, 191+1,





used so when closed they do not diminish the amount of light entering the

room, but only the light glare. The floors should be stained a medium oak

color, -with all varnish gloss removed. If wax is used, it should be of a

non-skid, non-gloss type, and used only for the purpose of ease in cleaning.

The desks should have slightly slanting tops to provide ease in

writing, yet a special extended easel should be provided so the desk top

may be made flat for table-top use. Space for books should be provided

under the desk top. The desks should be built as separate units and not

fastened to the floor, so they may be moved as necessary. Too, a footrest

should be provided on the desks and the desk height, as well as the seat

height, should be quickly and easily adjustable. Thus, only the regular

size desk must be bought because of adaptability to all ages and sizes of

children. Placement of desks must be considered. All desks should be

placed diagonally in the rooms so that light from the windows will be enter-

ing over the child's left shoulder in the case of right-handed children,

and over the right shoulder for those who use their left hand.

All furniture in the room should be of a light oak finish, with all

gloss removed. The room should be attractively arranged - the color scheme

chosen for beauty and the restful effect which it mil create for the eyes

of the child. The classroom should be a livable extension of the elements

found in a modern home.

Children should be aware of their environment and feel some responsi-

bility toward making the classroom a better place in which to live.

Children need for their happiness a feeling that they are successful in

what they try to do and their interest is aroused through participation.

Each teacher has the responsibility and privilege of organizing her class-

room in such a fray that her philosophy of education and her individual





Personality is reflected. The speech habits of the classroom teacher are

inseparable parts of her personality. They accompany her in all of her

social relationships in the classroom and in the community. Her pupil is in

the process of developing many of her speech habits. He will be influenced

greatly in this process by the speech habits of his teacher. He will imitate

her, he will adopt speech patterns which the teacher has. The classroom may

have a stimulating affect upon the exceptional child, it may inspire him to

rich creative experiences, or it may repress his natural tendencies to learn.

Thus, out of the same group some children grow up as failures in society

while others grow up as leaders in our nation, A wise teacher will organize

her classroom in such a way that the needs of the individual child are met.

She will assemble many types of materials that will be suitable to the activ-

ities of the age level of the child. She v/ill place these materials where

they will be rrithin reach of all children.

Each classroom should have the following: low storage shelves and a

large irork table, filing cabinets, and proper equipment to be used in vari-

ous experiences. Books provided in the partially sighted classrooms should

all be in large type 2I4. point and above. No visual reading should be done

from books or papers set in smaller tj'pe. A combination radio, recorder,

playback and public address system should be provided for each room. The

former three functions of the unit are valuable in the work, but the latter

function would not be used to any extent. Lessons are recorded by the

teacher and then may be played back by certain students of the class while

the teacher is spending that same time in giving help and instruction to

others. It was found that comprehension was on a higher level through the

use of recordings than when a child read the same lesson from a book or

when the lesson was read to him by the teacher. This comparison was made





also with students from the regular classes with the same results.

Community Relations

The home and school relationship should be a program of parent-

teacher-child cooperation. Through this program the leaders in the project

help the parents gain an insight into the needs of the child, A knowledge

of child growth and developm.ent in these special cases is essential to the

understanding between the home and the school.

In order that the writer could help develop a program which met the

needs of the exceptional child, it vfas necessary for her to make a survey

of the community. She and the others interested know the community, its

industries, its resources and its needs. They are doing much planning for

the exceptional child. They try to shield him and train him in healthy

habits of mind and bocfy. In planning an educational program for this type

child, the writer and others try to be very careful about the premises they

accept before they begin work. They are conscious of the problans involved

and are trying, by study, testing, and by trial and error, to establish

some workable plan iijiereby they can meet the needs of the child they serve*

It is most difficult at times to find just Tsiiat those needs are. We

cannot read the child's mind and his behavior often fails to reveal his

thoughts,

Hildreth gives the influence of unfavorable home background as one of

the chief sources of maladjustment for the child. The most frequent factors

contributing to the personality adjustments of the child lie in the lack of

1, Hildreth, Gertrude, Learning the Three R's, Paul L. Boynton
Educational Publishers, Inc., Nashville, Tennessee, 1936, P, 325.
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harmony between parents, the adjustment of the children to each other,

or the children to the parents. In some cases the cause of maladjustment

may be traced to adverse environmental factors, such as a home lacking

culture that would stimulate learning.

The child, if he is to be a part of society, must all his life live

and work with people on all levels. The writer finds that special classes

for the exceptional child support a program of prevention, in that they

provide aid in solving problems while the child is immature and before ab-

normalities in attitudes and behavior have gained such footholds that

permanent injuries are caused. This plan of special grouping will help

prepare these children to take their place in society with an adequate

philosophy based on freedom and self-confidence gained from real experience.





GHA.PTER III

Child's Records and Reports

The exceptional child classes of Lee Cotinty, ELorida use an enrollment

record. This is a personal case history that is filled out by the parent

or guardian when the child enters the public school. This record is kept

permanently in the state cunmlative record card envelope. The idea of the

enrollment card was borrowed from Hillsborough County. The card has the

following major divisions:

Section One lists information about the child - name, age, date of
birth, place of birth, telephone number, present address, and place
where child lived prior to entering this school.

Section Two lists information about the father - nane, birthplace,
date of birth, present address, monber of church, denomination,
college graduate, occupation, business address, telephone number.
If deceased, the date, age, and cause of death.

Section Three lists information about the mother - name, maiden
name, birthplace, date of birth, present address, member of

church, denomination, college graduate, occupation, business
address, telephone number. If deceased, the date, age, and
cause of death.

Section Four lists the following information concerning the

marital status of the parents: Are the parents divorced or
separated? Is the child adopted?

Section Five lists the following information concerning housing:
The kind of home occupied - house, hotel, or apartment. Does he
have his own room? If he shares a room, with whom? Does he
sleqj alone? Does he have a feeling that he is cooperating and
contributing to the home? Comment. Is there a place for play?

Section Six asks for information concerning the children in the
family. Name, age, grade? Do any of the child's brothers or

sisters have physical or behavior difficulties? Describe briefly.
What other members of the household are there besides children?
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Section Seven lists information concerning the child's pl^ mates,
as to age and constant associates.

Section Eight lists the child's chief interests. Does he enjoy
books? Does he listen to certain radio programs? Name of Program?
Hour? Does he go to movies? How often? Has he traveled? Miere?
mfhat pets does he have? Is he responsible for their care?

Section Nine lists the following questions: Is the child right
or left-handed? Itees he take cold easily?

Communicable Disease Record

Disease Date Disease Date

Chicken Pox Poliomyelitis

Diptheria Scarlet Fever

German Measles Smallpox

Measles T/ilhooping Cough

Muinps

Immunization Record

Type of Immunization Date

Whooping Cough

Smallpox

Diptheria

Schick

Typhoid

Tetanus

Tuberculin Test

Has he ever had an operation or special correction? At what age?

What operation?

Section Ten asks the following questions: I'lThat ti^ie does the child
retire? Tihat time does he arise? Does he take a nap in the after-
noon? How long?
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Section Eleven asks the following; Does the child eat
breakfast regularly? Does he eat between meals? If so,
what kind of food? Does he drink milk? How much per day?
Is he allergic? If so, to what?

Child's Health Hecord

The exceptional child's health record is begun at the pre-school

"Summer Round-up" which is a health clinic sponsored by the Parent-Teacher

Association, This examination is conducted by a physician with the mother

present and the record is made by the school nurse. Health and physical

defects are discovered and advice is given by the physician and nurse to

the mother concerning the health of the child,

A child must have been given a coimjiete physical examination by a

physician approved by the County Board before he enters in a unit or a

fraction of a unit for handicapped children, A full written report of the

physician's diagnosis of the child must be on file in the central office.

This report must be on fonns supplied by the State Board for this purpose.

In determining eligibility of entrance in special classes, the County

Board must base its decision in the case of physically handicapped children

on whether or not, in view of the child's condition, as shown in the

physician's report, the child is unable to meet physical requirements im-

posed in regular classes.

The writer insists that any exceptional child entered into the special

classes must be certified for admission on the basis of examination by a

registered ophthalmologist. Since these children are taken from the regular

classes in the schools of the county, and have been given a physical exami-

nation by a physician, a mental examination is not required for admission.

If there is a doubt of the child's educability, a Benet test is first admin-

istered. After this test has been given if the parents and those concerned

are not satisfied, and feel that further examination is needed, the child
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may be sent to the University of Miami, where fiirther examinations are run

by the psychological department, and a neurological test is conducted if

results of previous tests point to its necessity. Results of these exami-

nations must be kept on file at the central office and only children of

learning ability are accepted.

Child's Conference Records

The writer feels that an informal conference record is the friendly

note that the teacher and principal send by the child and is in this program

the best, A Copy of this record is placed in the files.

Teacher's Report of Child to Parents

There is no formal report or regular time to send to the parents a

report of the work of the exceptional child. If the child is not doing work

equal to his ability, or if he is excelling in some manner, a note is sent

to the home asking the parent for a conference, A written report of the con-

ference and the parents' reaction is kept on file.

The daily schedule of the classes for exceptional children is very

flexible so as to be subject to change when deemed necessary to meet the felt

need of the child. The work is done in groups, although the teaching is in-

dividual. The work is planned for the day in large blocks rather than by

time allotments o The day begins in a natural way with a group conference

of teacher and pupils. The time for rest and play is provided. The pre-

vailing idea is to try to provide for the exceptional child a normal setting

and experience, A written report of the child's reactions to the situations

is kept on file.





CHAPTER IV

Individual and Group Experiences

An individual becomes a member of a group only as he actually par-

ticipates in its purposes and responsibilities, therefore, to help form a

social group a person must take part in shared experiences. Since the ex-

ceptional child is one who is taken out of his group by adult intervention

or left out of it by his compeers, the writer feels the tremendous respon-

sibility and necessity of helping the exceptional child make the social

adjustments necessary for him to become one of his group. Hockett and

Jacobson in their studies of modern education assert that education is a

social process by which the individual comes to share in the life of his

social group. Cooperation of endeavor in which all must work to obtain a

common goal is essential to the individual child. The school should build

and maintain wholesome relationship between the teacher and pupils and among

groups o The teacher for the exceptional child should have a deep love for

children, vision and understanding of the unfortunate condition of the child.

She must have a rich background of training and experience. She then deserves

and maintains a position of leadership through her wisdom, foresight and

fairness.

1, Hockett, John A, ar^d Jacobson, E. W,, Kodern Practices

in the Elementary School, pp, 20-35.
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The exceptional child must be taught to take part in teacher-pupil

planning, so he can help make plans for carrying on his objectives.

Each child should take part in an interesting task at all times. He

should be guided so he will know how he is going to perform that task. The

child needs for his happiness a feeling that he is successful in what he

trys to do. The child should help plan and evaluate his work in relation

to a recognized plan. Burton said, "All experiences grow out of other

2
experiences, past or passing." The exceptional child has not had past

experiences or at least he has not been able to connect his past experiences

in a learning situation.

The Language Arts

Language arts include speaking, reading, writing, and listening. In

another chapter speaking and listening has been discussed.

The writer has found that the exceptional child is too often pushed

into the process of reading too soon and school is a heavy burden. Each

exceptional child is unique, so a teacher cannot use only one method of

teaching reading, but must use many methods and combinations of methods to

meet the child's needs.

The writer undertook to secure inform.ation concerning the effective-

ness of handwriting practices of the exceptional child. Several limitations

stood in the way of an extensive investigation of handwriting. In the first

place, the lack of complete records prevented a study of the handwriting of

1, Hockett, John A. and Jacobson, E. ¥., Modem Practices
in the Elementary School , pp. 20-35

2. Burton, William H., The Guidanc

e

of Learning Activities, p. 583.
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all the exceptional children in school« The selection of two writing

scales, one for ctirsive writing and one for manuscript writing proved most

interesting. The conclusion was that the manuscript is much easier for

the exceptional child.

Arithmetic Factors

The factors stressed in airlthmetic for the exceptional child here

are:

1. Give the exceptional child niuaber experiences as
related to real life situations.

2. Give the exceptional child number experiences as
related to the fundemental processes.

The progress of an individual child depends upon his intelligence

and the situations wtiich have been presented to him.

Arithmetic readiness is an important factor in modern education.

Incentive or Inspirational Subjects

Music experiences for the exceptional child consist of appreciation

and its interpretation through listening, rhythm and dramatization.

Play activities contribute to the personal and social development of

the child. The exceptional child may be taught tolerance and respect for

others by giving him responsibilities on the playgrounds.

Someone has said that special education is only good education.

Therefore, the writer believes this project in special education for the

exceptional child is good education.

1. Lane, Robert Hill, The Principal and the Modern Elementary
School, p. 198-199.

2, Ibid.





CHAPTER V

Materials and Equipment

Classroom supplies in Lee County are handled by the purchasing agent,

l!r. A. J. Kay, There is a central office and warehouse where the pur-

chased materials are stored. Supplies are delivered to the schools upon

a request from the principal. But these regular classroom materials were

not adequate nor adaptable for use by the exceptional child. The writer

assumed the responsibility of making a survey and study to determine what

materials v,fere needed to carry on a successful program. She made a per-

sonal visit to Miami, had a personal conference with Mrs. Laura L, Sutter,

Supervisor of Special Education for Dade County Public Schools, and a

personally conducted tour of the special rooms for the partially sighted.

She then made the following list of materials:

1, ¥ixcox-Gay Portio Recordio, cabinet style, price $175»

2, One Graphic Project Globe, 22 inch size, manufactured
by A, J. Nystrom and Con^jary, 333 Elston Avenue,
Chicago, 18, Illinois,

Regular sight-saving chalk, in two sizes - oversize and
extra large,

3, Two finger-painting sets (Amaco) price $2,5^0 each, secured
from the American Art Clay Company, Indianapolis, Indiana,

Uo Two boxes of pencils - Ebony, Jet Black, extra smooth
oversize, made by Eberhard Comparer,

5, One Royal Amplitype typewriter Pitch No, 6,

6, Six packages of 2^0 sheets each of Diemco Sight-saving
paper, secured from Diem & Wing Paper Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
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7o Twenty desks, the Universal Better Sight Desk,
No. 333, manufactured by the American Seating
Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

8, One work-table for each room,

9. Two lan^Ds, fluorescent, louvered, semi-direct lighting,

10, One teacher's desk,

11, One teacher's chair,

12, One visitor's chair.

Books provided in the partially-sighted classrooms are all in large

type, 2k point and above.

When the list was completed the writer presented it to the school

board. As the cost of the materials amounted to such a considerable sum,

the members of the school board, though most willing, did not feel that

they could spend so much money on the project. They stated the amount they

WDuld furnish in securing the materials and the writer met and talked with

different civic organizations telling them of the need and the inportance

of this worth'R'hile project. She secured the necessary money and bought

the materials.

In Chapter 7 of this project the writer has included in recommenda-

tions a list of materials which will provide a more workable condition in

the classrooms for the exceptional child.





CHAPTER VI

Evaluation of Study

The TTTiter feels the need to evaluate this educational project which

she undertook* She feels that the procedure of securing the data and

making use of it has tended to make her more skilled in evaluating what

she tries to do for the exceptional child. She finds the following questions

a much needed guide on evaluating the project*

1. How much change, if ary, has taken place in
the exceptional child?

2. Is this change in the desired direction?

3« Have these children acquired pride and confidence
in their ability to achieve?

h* Is there an enriched curriculum providing more
adequately for the abilities, interest and needs
of the exceptional child?

Teachers must give the exceptional child a philosophy to live by.

The teacher must teach tolerance by teaching the law of compensation.

The child must understand that every person has abilities and limitations,

A spirit of cooperation, helpfulness, and a desire to get along with

other people must be developed through group living.

The exceptional child who is not able to stay in the group without

friction must not be isolated as a means of punishment, but rather taught

how he may participate in the group and be respected.

The exceptional child must find what he can do well and do it.
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Con^are the exceptional child's achievements with his own ability

to achieve. This means much more than comparing one child's work with

that of another child.





CHAPTER VII

Recoiranendations

From the study of fourteen schools of Lee County, Florida, it may

be concluded that each school is making educational progress in carrying

out this program, i»hich the writer has endeavored to get established

throughout the county. This progress varies in degree and kind, according

to the locality of the school and the philosophy of its teaching personnel

with regard tovfard the exceptional child.

Through in-service training effective educational progress has been

shown in the improvement of the exceptional child's educational experiences

through better library service, audio-visual education, and a well-planned

speech program.

For some years the writer has recognized the need for developing the

oral communication ability of the exceptional child if he is to reach even

near his maximum potentialities. Likewise, she has become aware that many

pupils have been so handicapped by speech deficiencies and defects that

they were unable to do their school work without extensive speech rehabil-

itation. The social, political and economic implications are obviouso

The writer's purpose in developing the speech program is to see that

the needs of all exceptional children in the public school be met in re-

gard to oral communication. The program coordinates the effort, experiences,

and knowledge of all educational objectives:

1, To help each exceptional child make the maximum use
of his ability.
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2, To help each exceptional child secure and
hold a job,

3. To help each exceptional child live in harmony
and cooperate with other people.

h» To help each exceptional child to be a good
citizen by participating in and contributing
to the democratic processes of American life.

The writer does not mean "speech" as a narrow term. She means oral

communication in its broadest aspects. Thus, any situation which involves

audible or visible communication by the individual is "oral communication"

or speech. It means the ability to be heard and understood, acceptable

pronunciation, lack of nervous speech mannerisms, ability to ask and answer

questions directly and briefly, and a pleasing voice.

This speech correction program is afforded all speech defectives in

Lee County public schools, but at the opening of school a survey is made

of all pupils to determine those in need of remedial speech treatment.

Serious cases are entered in the class for the exceptional child. Speech

rehabilitation for the less serious cases are handled in the classrooms by

the classroom teacher and the visiting speech clinician. The writer hopes

this program will lead to establishing a public clinic which will be for the

entire county.

The writer's chief objective in working out this project was to help

all exceptional children attain the standards of good speech in all oral

communication situations they will be called upon to meet, both in and out

of school at their particular age and need level. Thus, the speech program

1. National Education Association, Bulletin of Department
of Elementary Principals Volume XXVII, No, Ij..
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is not an additional unit of work; it is a part of the broad educational

program. It should make easier and more complete the job of educating the

exceptional child of the community.

llecommendations for Physical Improvements of
'Facilities of Lee County's Exceptional Child Classes

The writer suggests that the physical facilities of the Lee Coiinty

public school exceptional child class be altered to conform to the speci-

fications of a sight-saving room:

lo That the rooms for the exceptional child be re-
decorated, this to include:

a. Eggshell v/hite ceiling,
b. Soft, seagreen upper walls extending

to one foot below the tops of blackboards.
c. Soft, darker seagreen lower walls and woodwork.

(ALL PAINTS MATTE, NO GLOSS)

2. That the floor be stained a medium oak y/ith no gloss
varnish, etc. used, and that it be waxed with a

non-skid, non-gloss wax.

3. That white linen blinds, center hung, be put at all
windows and outside doors.

lie That three rows of two-lamp, forty watt, fluorescent,
louvered, semi-direct lights be installed the length
of the room,

5. That twelve Universal Better Sight Desks, No. 333,
manufactured by the American Seating Company of Grand
Rapids, be purchased and put in each room. These
should be with attached easels.

a. Installation should be diagonal.
b. All gloss should be removed from the desk tops,

6. That a work table and eight chairs, finished in a

natural wood maple, be placed in each room.

After careful observation and research the writer suggests that the

following books be provided for each class of the exceptional child in a

light-saving room:

1, One Winston Dictionary for schools, large type edition,

price approximately $32.00. Also a table for it.
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2. 2i; point type books as listed in Harcourt Brace & Co.,

383 Madison Avenue, New York, catalogue, "A Graded
list of Books for School Libraries."

3. 2k point books as listed in Thomas Nelson & Sons,

385 Madison Avenue, New York, 17, catalogue, "19h7
Nelson Junior Books."

U. 2ii point (and above) books as listed by Clear Type
Publishing Co., Upper Montclair, N.J.

5. All 2h point type books (and above) available in the
local ten-cent stores and suited to the grades present
in the class, especially those published by Merrill Co»

of Chicago, Illinois.
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